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2021 HAS COME TO AN END. WITH THINGS ALMOST
GETTING BACK TO NORMAL, SCHOOL TRIPS, AND YET
ANOTHER COVID-19 VARIANT; WE STILL POWERED
THROUGH AND MADE IT TO 2022. WHAT A YEAR IT HAS
BEEN! THE BAYAN POST TEAM HAS DECIDED TO PUT
TOGETHER SOME PICTURES THAT WE FEEL REPRESENT
2021, SHOW OUR EXPERIENCES, AND DEPICT OUR
HOPE FOR 2022. WE HOPE YOU ENJOY THIS SPECIAL
ISSUE!

THE SENIOR TRIP. HOW COULD I FORGET A TRIP
FILLED WITH ADVENTURE, EXCITEMENT, ENERGY, AND
BONDING. EXPLORING THE CITY OF BARCELONA WAS
TRULY A MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE AND I COULDN’T
IMAGINE HAVING MORE FUN WITH ANYONE ELSE. 2022,
THE GRADUATION YEAR, I SIMPLY HOPE IT’S ANOTHER
YEAR FOR THE BOOKS.
- ZAIN ALHASHEMI
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YARA KHALAF

SENIOR TRIP:
Took a trip, and
came
back as a family

BAYMUN XIV:
BAYMUN..TRAIN
ING TODAY’S
STUDENTS TO
BE
TOMORROW’S
LEADERS

زينة يا زينة كل
 ا ن ت ي. . ا ل ب ال د ي ن
 بالعيد. . يالبحرين
ت ب ت س م ا ال ن و ا ر ي ا ث و ب
 ويا هيبة. . نشل
المزايين
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DANA AL AWADHI

January 14-15 2022 is a weekend that I will forever cherish
and remember as the highlight of my senior year. During this
weekend, the 14th annual, THIMUN affiliated, Bahrain Bayan
School Model United Nations conference was held. The
participants that had taken part in this conference debated
significant world issues that revolved around racism,
cryptocurrency, technological advancements, social media
and so much more. All of our issues and resolutions have
allowed our delegates to discuss the future and what it might
hold for our society. Of course, the conference would not
have been the success it was without the help of a team of
dedicated individuals who have given it their all until the
doors of our concluding ceremony closed. With that being
said, I would like to thank everyone who had participated in
making this conference an unforgettable experience, and
good luck to the future generations in their own BayMUN
conferences, for we are change, BayMUN is change.
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MUNEERA AL SHAMLAN

"To conquering all the uphill battles from this year and
persevering through the next
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WASNA AL SAIF

In 2021 we experienced life feeling somewhat “back to
normal” for the first time in a while. I hope that in 2022 we
never lose the privilege to be able to experience simple
moments like these again. <3
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BUDOOR ALI

This picture is from my very first BAYMUN, which is an
experience that has become so special and memorable to me.
Although this happened in 2022, it reflects on 2021, because
even though last year was difficult, having friends along the
way made it more bearable. I’m grateful for everything that
happened, as I’ve learned so much. I hope to have more
meaningful times with my friends and family this year as
well, and I hope things will change for the better!!!
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AYA AL DAAYSI

That picture that still gives me hope for better days, “May
home feel like home, May we not dream of leaving anymore,
and may those who have left come back for good” ohmyhappiness
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FATIMA A. RASOOL

Seeing Spider-man: No Way Home was certainly a
memorable moment to me. Not only was it an excellent film,
the experience was a wonderful one. This was my first time
being back in a movie theater since the pandemic began, and
therefore it stood out to me and I found that I had a greater
appreciation for the little things.
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NOORA YOUSIF

JThis is probably a really random image to have submitted
but i just thought this cat in a bow-tie was cute :D
I really don’t know what to say either. I don’t have anything
monumental or interesting to share too. I didn’t really do
much or accomplish anything so yeah. I originally wanted to
put a picture of a spotify premium family plan my friend
bought but she was against it.. I’m kinda just rambling but
yeah!! Goodluck with exams and stuff :))
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WAHBI AL ALAWI

This photo was taken as part of the junior trip to Expo 2020
Dubai. After the global pandemic and years of not traveling, I
took this photo because life felt surreal. This was one of my
first travels after the covid scare, and it was good to see my
friends again after months of not seeing them.
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DANA ALSHAIKH

While 2021 was not the greatest year, it helped me grow as a
person, and I'm sure many can relate. Traveling was risky, so
I stayed at home with my friends, and I have no regrets.
Hanging out with loved ones made me realize how lucky we
are to still be here and to make it this far. I am grateful to
have people that made 2021 worth living for. As for 2022, with
a positive mindset, and a clear goal, you can achieve great
things. I hope this year can bring us only good news.
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AL HANOUF AL MUBARAK

After a year and a half of studying online, glued to our desks,
we were finally able to return to school and go back to some
form of normal. The junior trip was one of the first trips I
took in a while, and it was a complete contrast to being
confined to our homes—a welcome one.
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MAYA ZAINALABEDIN

2021 was the year of change, 2022 will be the year of
opportunity.
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LEYANA AL DAJANI

This image perfectly encapsulates the 2021 I had lived. A
chilly breeze with a melancholic aftertaste. This day was
filled with laughter and life, as the lights suggest. Although,
whichever path light chose to walk, darkness followed. The
empty sky presented itself as a symbol of the chaos ensuing
around us. At the end of the day, all the pleasure subsides
and transforms into what feels like unending exhaustion.
Here’s to 2022, the year of picking ourselves up from the
fields of disorder (no matter how comfortable they might be)!
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MOHAMMED AL NOAIMI

Here’s to 2022…
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ALI AL JESHI

Image of fireworks show in Bahrain 2021 New Years Eve
The culmination of a series of events from world crises to
diseases to deaths yet we still have the audacity to move
forward and strive towards change. A lot has happened in
2021, good and bad, yet even in the midst of a path of
complications, we can take a moment and celebrate all the
good we have done and pray for a better 2022.
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TAMIM BUHIJJI

I hope the next year treats us even better
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ARWA ALAMMADI

“The beach, my safe, my happy place
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ZAIN ABU RUMMAN

Time goes by fast when you’re having so much fun - juniors
trip 2021
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ZAIN ALRAYES

"The more that you read, the more things you will know. The
more that you learn, the more places you’ll go,”
-Dr. Suess
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NOOR HAFEDH AL BIN FALAH

After yet another unusual year, I had found myself reaching
towards a familiar source of comfort and joy: books. Despite
the fact that 2021 may not have been marked by many
exciting occasions, the simple pleasures of spending time
alone immersed in my novels was something that had made it
significantly better.
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